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Eco-i was born out of the desire to challenge how intelligent building
controls are designed and delivered to reduce carbon and energy
within new construction and existing buildings.
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Who we are
About Eco-i

Launched in 2011, Eco-i was born out of the desire to challenge how intelligent building controls are

Who we are

designed and delivered to reduce carbon and energy within new construction and existing buildings.

What we offer
Specialising in building integration, we are uniquely placed to offer consultancy, product development
Com-QR

and the delivery of sophisticated building controls systems. Our standards are based upon BSRIA and
CIBSE guidelines, aligning our services to satisfy current and future legislation.

Savings
Eco-i provides building management systems which not only save energy and therefore cost but also
Contact

creates healthy, sustainable living and working environments for all users.

We specialise in the following sectors

Education

Healthcare

Leisure

Mixed Residential
& Commercial

Industrial

Our vision is of a future where energy is effectively harnessed and used efficiently throughout the day
and night. The places where we work and live will be intelligent, harmonious and eco-efficient. Eco-i is
where knowledge is shared, experience is built upon and responsibility is taken seriously.
01565 759 850
www.eco-igroup.com
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Developed by Eco-i, Com-QR is an asset management system that
creates structure to Building Management Systems (BMS) design,
procurement and commissioning. Using standard Quick Response
(QR) codes, the building occupier receives BMS data across all
systems via the use of a smartphone or tablet.
With legislation in construction placing the responsibility of good design, energy efficiency and post
occupancy evaluation upon the contractual chain, most items are captured at the design stage using
Building Information Management (BIM) software. However, the primary factor of building energy
efficiency, the BMS, still remains outside of this scope.
Com-QR provides a structure that when implemented, allows each BMS data point to be captured in the
Building Information Management (BIM) strategy at design stage through to inclusion into the finalised
BIM database.

01565 759 850
www.eco-igroup.com

Features
Com-QR captures and stores the way we design and engineer our projects to be presented to the end
user in a simple, accessible way.
About Eco-i
Com-QR

The Com-QR system delivers to the user
A single definitive guide to the building’s systems including:

Features

The description of operation

How it works

A catalogue of the points being monitored and controlled

Summary

The detailed designs of all the panels installed

What is a QR code?

Manufacturers data sheets for all equipment used
Commissioning history

Savings

Maintenance history
A living source of information that stays relevant

Contact

An authoritative central source of information with no duplication
A source of contact information for parts and maintenance
A BIM ready resource! A wealth of information in COBie XML format or directly linked database

Data
Sheet

01565 759 850
www.eco-igroup.com
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Control Panel
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How it works
About Eco-i

During the life cycle of a build, from the design stages to final hand over to the client, a great deal of
information is generated, which is then presented at the end of the build process as a single voluminous

Com-QR

document, which many find to be impenetrable. Further, from the moment the document is printed and

Features

handed over it is out of date!

How it works
Summary

Com-QR captures all the information Eco-i generates during the design, construction and delivery

What is a QR code?

of a project. It provides ease of access to large volumes of information and allows for it to be readily
updated.

Savings
All information recorded into the Com-QR system is retrievable from any mobile device. From any
Contact

identified (tagged) asset a dynamic (and user relevant) menu system is created which will give you
instant and simple one click navigation.
Crucially, the data is live and constantly updated enabling easy and cost effective maintenance of the
system and ensuring our BIM integration is always current and relevant.

01565 759 850
www.eco-igroup.com

Summary
About Eco-i

Com-QR can operate as a stand alone system and as an integrated service to a BIM solution. Copious
amounts of BMS data is typically excluded from the BIM model, however, the BMS system is critical in

Com-QR

maintaining the energy efficiency and productivity of a building. As technology advances, Com-QR

Features

offers a familiar interface between the building systems and its occupants.

How it works
Summary

The Com-QR provides

What is a QR code?
Access to BMS and BIM data using smartphone and tablet devices
Savings

Bi-directional consistency of data between Com-QR and BIM
Integration to BIM systems

Contact

XML format compatible with COBie standards (BS 1192-4:2014)
A structured method towards the design and delivery of a BMS system
A greater level of design detail and reduced delivery risk
Complete visibility to testing documentation and compliance
Capturing vital data missed for building maintenance
Bespoke tailoring of the BIM format (additional attributes, such as unit costs)
Cloud ready for BIM level 3
Post occupancy evaluation
Satisfies legislation
CAPEX and OPEX reduction
Future proof

01565 759 850
www.eco-igroup.com

What is a QR code?
About Eco-i

First designed for the automotive industry in Japan, Quick
Response Code (QR code) is the trademark for a type of

Com-QR

matrix barcode (or two-dimensional barcode).

Features
How it works

A barcode is a machine-readable optical label that contains

Summary

information about the item to which it is attached. A QR

What is a QR code?

code uses four standardised encoding modes (numeric,
alphanumeric, byte/binary, and kanji), although extensions

Savings

may also be used, to efficiently store data.

Contact

The QR code system became popular outside the automotive

Scan the QR code to view the

industry due to its fast readability and greater storage

Com-QR online demo

capacity compared to standard UPC barcodes. Applications
include product tracking, item identification, time tracking,
document management and general marketing.
A QR code consists of black modules (square dots) arranged
in a square grid on a white background, which can be read
by an imaging device (such as a camera) and processed
using Reed-Solomon error correction until the image can
be appropriately interpreted. The required data are then
extracted from patterns present in both horizontal and
vertical components of the image.
01565 759 850
www.eco-igroup.com

Savings
About Eco-i

Nothing existed within the current market with our aim of reducing the capital costs of installation
whilst delivering a more energy efficient system. The Eco-i design model reduces capital costs, offers

Com-QR

greater functionality and improves the occupants environment and welfare.

Savings

We use our experience in energy management and building environment control to help building
stakeholders become smarter in the way they consume energy and to create highly intuitive, fit for

Contact

purpose buildings which truly reflect and respond to the user requirements and aspirations.
The application of our methodology and technology benefits the buildings’ infrastructure with resilient
open technologies and satisfies the increasing requirement of mandatory legislation.

Reduce
capital costs

01565 759 850
www.eco-igroup.com

Improve
functionality

Progress in
technology

Improve
energy

Plug & play
system

Future proof

About Eco-i
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Com-QR

Eco-i
Booths Park

Savings

Chelford Road
Knutsford

Contact

Cheshire
WA16 8GS
info@eco-igroup.com
www.eco-igroup.com

